Mount Ayliff
Mwaca Water Supply Scheme
Serving 2 000 people in two villages
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maintenance of the scheme.
The Mwaca Water Supply Scheme
The scheme was commissioned in
(WSS) supplies water to the villages of
November 1999 after completion of the
Gogela and Macibini, situated in very
hilly terrain above the Umzimvubu River construction phase.
Amanz’abantu has remained involved
in the area governed by the Umzimvubu
local municipality, which falls under the in the ongoing training and mentorship
of the water service provider (WSP)
Alfred Nzo District Municipality.
responsible for the operation
Access to the area is poor,
and maintenance of the
particularly in wet weather,
scheme.
and certain parts are
The scheme is due to be
accessible only on foot.
transferred to the Alfred Nzo
The scheme was
District Municipality, which is
implemented by
the water service authority
Amanz’abantu Services as
(WSA), in June 2002.
project implementing agent
The villages of Gogela and
(PIA) for the Department of
DWAF
Department
of
Water
Macibini, with a combined
Water Affairs and Forestry’s
Affairs and Forestry
population of about 2 000,
Build, Operate, Train and
are now served with safe, drinkable
Transfer (BoTT) programme in the
water by means of a gravity water
Eastern Cape.
The Mwaca WSS was implemented in supply piped from three high-lying
line with RDP principles and guidelines. springs.
Because of the long supply lines and
Small, emerging contractors, or
the fact that the individual stands are
historically disadvantaged companies
fairlly spread out, the cost per capita is
(HDCs), were used in the construction
phase and the community was involved quite high. However, operational costs
are low as no pumping or treatment of
in the decision-making through a
water is required.
project steering committee (PSC).
Consumption is thought to be between
A labour desk was set up through
which local labour was employed and a five and 10 litres per capita per day.
The community pays a flat rate of R5
number of community members were
per household to draw water from the
trained in various fields, thereby
communal standpipes situated within
acquiring skills such as bookkeeping
200 metres of their homes.
and technical skills related to the

Mwaca WSS Statistics

Pipebridge (Mwaca)

Project value

R3 959 538,00

Number of villages
Population served

2
1 977

Commissioning date
Cost recovery

October 1999
Flat rate

